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Every Sabbath

~ Pass this newsletter on to a friend! ~

A seismic shift in attitudes about sexuality, an unprecedented social engineering
program, was launched by the elite in the 20th century. Today that program is
called the "sexual revolution." While the establishment and their clones claim the
results are good, nothing could be further from the truth. Sadly, the burden for this
folly has fallen upon those innocent ones who have been harmed by it the most the children.

Keep Tsiyon Road
on the air.

“Arise, shine; for your light has come, and the glory of YHWH is risen on you.
For, behold, darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the peoples;
but YHWH will arise on you, and his glory shall be seen on you." Isaiah 60:1, 2

Time Left to Prepare for
the Remnant Exodus:

75 74 Months
Take action today!

Tsiyon Partner Action Points:
Read Genesis 49
Study Jacob's Tribal Blessing
Listen to Kingdom Covenant
Attend Shabbot
Learning Hebrew
Download Remnant Exodus Cards to hand out & invite
others.
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Need access to the programs for Eliyahu's weekly Action Points? No problem. Sign up as a Jubilee Partner using the "Jubilee Partner" button at the
bottom of the page, once logged into Tsiyon.net
Become a Tsiyon Partner! - Free Tsiyon members can become Tsiyon Partners by signing up at any level of support, even the lowest level, to gain
access to all of our live meetings and video recordings of same. Choose your Tsiyon Partner level here: http://tsiyon.net/membership-options/ . Also,
you can choose a Tsiyon Partner level using a button in the footer of any page.

Tsiyon News
Tell all your friends to join us this Succot!

New iPhone App!
Learn more about this and all of the ways to connect to Tsiyon Radio here.

****************************************

From Eliyahu
Hello Friends,
Tonight I'm going to give a presentation that follows up on the message in this video:
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Government Sponsored Child Abuse

The truth is, topics like this are so disturbing I try to space them out with a lot of encouraging messages in between. I do that for me as well as you,
because it feels abusive just to research these topics. It feels a lot like sniffing the odor coming from a sewer pipe to determine where the problem is
coming from - granted this may be necessary, but it still stinks.
Really, I don't blame anyone for not wanting to hear about sexual abuse of children. The very thought of such behavior is not only disgusting, but
understandably engenders rage toward those responsible. Nobody wants to experience those feelings, so most people turn away from topics that are
so "unpleasant."
Yet, I know from my research that abusers count on your natural inclination to turn away from abuse, not to believe it even, to keep the way clear for
them to keep abusing the innocent. This is why we must be informed of the truth, even the dark truth, so that we are aware enough to protect the
innocent ones in our sphere. These may be our children or other children in our community. Either way, if the righteous adults around those children
are not aware of the horrible truth then the odds against those kids go way up.
What horrible truth? Well, that's what I'm going to explain. Here, suffice it to say that the attack against children has NEVER been more intense than
it is right now. The attack against children is global in scope. Children are literally being destroyed, ruined, by the millions. Yet, you seldom see
anything about it in the news. The truth is being suppressed by those who have an interest in the destruction of the innocent - who, unfortunately, also
are in positions of control over the media, and most everything else in this world.
Messiah is going to deal with those evil perverts in His own time. However, in the meantime the righteous need to know what is really going on, so
we can protect our children from those people, to preserve a righteous seed in the earth. The devil and his friends are working overtime to deny
YHWH a righteous seed in the earth, which is why this battle is getting so intense as we get nearer to the End. Everything is at stake now, so we must
be aware. And we must fight the good fight.
Tsiyon Partners, Join me tonight at 8 PM CST at Tsiyon.Net. We will know the enemy's plans, and we will be prepared to meet him and defeat him,
in Messiah's Name.
Shalom, Eliyahu
www.tsiyon.org
PS - Some of the material in tonight's presentation may not be appropriate for children, so parents, use your discretion.

****************************************
Become a Tsiyon Partner! - Free Tsiyon members can become Tsiyon Partners by signing up at any level of support, even the lowest level, to gain
access to all of our live meetings and video recordings of same. Choose your Tsiyon Partner level here: http://tsiyon.net/membership-options/ . Also,
you can choose a Tsiyon Partner level using a button in the footer of any page.
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Syrian Kurds clash with Turkish forces
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Reprint: DEBKAfile Exclusive Report August 26, 2016

Syrian Kurdish militia commanders are flouting the
ultimatum US Vice President Joe Biden handed them
Wednesday, Aug. 24 to retreat to east of the Euphrates
or else forfeit US support. Instead, debkafile’s military
sources report, they decided to stand their ground and
fight it out with the Turkish army.
The first clash occurred Thursday overnight, when
Kurdish forces from Manbij attacked the positions
taken by Turkish tanks in Jarablus, hours after Islamic
State forces were put to flight from this border town.
The battles continued into Friday morning, Aug. 26.
The US ultimatum to the Kurds was the outcome of
understandings US Vice President Joe Biden reached
with Turkey’s President Tayyip Erdogan in Ankara on
Wednesday, hours after the Turkish army crossed into
northern Syria.
"Syrian Kurdish forces will lose US support if they don't retreat to east bank of Euphrates,” the US vice president stated at a news conference.
Yet Thursday night, Turkish officials made an effort to counteract the impression that their military intervention in Syria was coordinated with the
United States. They announce that Russian chief of staff Gen. Valery Gerasimov would be arriving in Ankara Friday for talks with his Turkish
counterpart, Gen. Hulusi Akar.
The US commander of American troops in Iraq and Syria, Lt. Gen. Stephen Townsend, had meanwhile instructed all US Special Operations
personnel to withdraw from Syrian-Kurdish YPG militia units, and return to the N. Syrian Rmeilan airfield near Hassaka. This is reported from
debkafile military and intelligence sources.
The US general also stopped artillery ammo supplies to the Kurdish militia and the transfer of field intelligence from the fighting in areas newly
occupied by the Turkish army.
These measures were temporary, the US officers informed Salih Muslim, Syrian Kurdish Democratic Union Party (PYD) leader, and would be lifted
after his YPG militia was instructed to pull back from northern Syria and head east of the Euphrates.
Only last week, the Syrian Kurdish militia was riding high, covered in praise for its feat in capturing Manbij with the assistance of US Special Forces.
Their comedown after the US decided to jump aboard the Turkish invasion would be complete, if they complied with the Biden ultimatum. They
would forfeit all their hard-won gains from years of combat against the Islamic State, and have to forget their dream of a Kurdish state linking their
enclaves along the 900km Syrian-Turkish border.
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A stream of information and misinformation is meanwhile muddying the waters as the Kurds in Syria and Iraq absorb the shock of the American turn
against them.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Ankara said
Thursday that US Secretary of State John Kerry had
informed the Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut
Cavusoglu that the US-backed Syrian Kurdish militias
had begun their retreat to the eastern bank of the
Euphrates River.
US sources qualified this claim, confirming only that a
‘main element’ of the Kurds has retreated, but not the
entire force. The Kurds were evidently in no hurry to
take any marching orders either from Turkey or the
United States.
A short Kurdish statement claimed that their forces had indeed withdrawn to the eastern bank of the Euphrates River, but debkafile’s military sources
military sources say that a large body of Kurdish fighters is still in place west of the river. Indeed our sources found Kurdish PYG officers adamant in
their determination to stay put and take on the Turkish army.
After the Turkish invasion Wednesday, Kurdish leader Salih Muslim declared, “Turkey will be defeated in Syria along with the Islamic State.”
Kurdish units also took up positions on the roads leading to the US base at Rmeilan, ready enforce a blockade. A Kurdish food convoy due at the base
Thursday did not arrive.
In Iraq, there is word of a Kurdish Peshmerga mutiny against US instructors at the bases where they are training for the offensive to recapture Mosul
from the ISIS.
However, the events of this week around northern Syria have dealt a major setback to the US-led war on ISIS.
Just a few days ago, the Americans were speaking highly of Kurds as the sharpest sword in the coalition’s arsenal for vanquishing the jihadists. Since
Biden’s deal with Erdogan on Wednesday, Washington can forget about the Syrian Kurdish PYG or the Iraqi Kurdish Pershmerga as spearheads of
the campaigns to liberate Raqqa in Syria and Mosul in Iraq for ISIS.

****************************************
A Civil War With The Globalists Is Now Underway!

Team Captain America vs Team Iron Man

Have you ever wondered how popular movies
seem to anticipate real life events?
How could Marvels "Captain America Civil War" anticipate
the issue behind the chaos in the streets of America
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and around the world this summer?
The burning issue in the movie and in our streets right now is:
UNITED NATIONS CONTROL?
The Tsiyon Team have produced a powerful video that explores the truth behind all this.
See the video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZrJcACbSbfw
Need to talk to us? - In the USA and Canada just call us toll free at (888) 230-2440 for help. Internationally, email us and we will arrange a phone or
Skype call for you.
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